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Anne-Frans is the author of Animal Energy Therapy Project. She is a 
Certified Healing Touch for Animals® Practitioner, successfully integrating 
Sound Therapy, Touch, Essential Oils, in addition to TCM Animal 
Acupressure an Bach Flower Remedies and animal communication in her 
impactful work with animals. 

She is the founder of The Running Dog Ranch, an exclusive canine 
behavioral center  dedicated to integrating the outdoors with 
Canine Behavior Modification and Training in the Bay Area, 
Californi.  Anne-Frans is a well-received speaker at worldwide 
animal forums and conferences including CICA, Mexico and the 
World Animal Energy Conference, England and Bioneers 
Conference, USA. 



Using Sound Therapy to Accelerate Animal Healing and Emotional Balance.
Integrating Diverse Animal Energy Therapies With all Animal Species.
Restore Optimal Animal Health, Behavioral Stability, and Longevity.
Guiding Animals Back to Their Inherent Instinctual Alignment.

Anne-Frans’ Signature Message

Animal Energy 
Therapy Project
Animal Energy Therapy 
Project, is filled with 
collective stories of the 
healing work that took place 
with animals in India while 
conducting and filming her 
explorative research study.

“We now have a valid research on the importance of animal 
energy therapy practices with various animal species 
impacting their health and well-being. Anne-Frans uses her 
purpose on this earth and impacts our collective divine 
responsibility to take care of all off God’s creatures. And this 
begins at home.”

Michelle Sevigny, Canada
Founder of Dogsafe Canine First Aid

“Anne-Frans’s passion and love for the animal kingdom is 
clear and undoubtedly assists her in effectively healing and 
transforming the lives of the animals she treats. By sharing 
her process, she reveals the power of combining research, 
practiced and proven energy healing techniques, ancient 
wisdom, modern medicine and Divine Love.”

Beki Crowell, USA
Soul Artist, Vibrational Healer
Author of Bare Beauty: my Journey of Awakening
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